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Blank Generation: Richard Hell & the Voidoids

(Cult)

“Blank Generation” is the story of Billy (Richard Hell), a rising figure in 1970s New

York’s punk scene. Billy’s story is that of being exploited by the execs who think

he’s a “sure-fire investment,” while navigating his chaotic relationship with Nada,

a French TV journalist.

When asked what he’ll do if he becomes successful, he replies, “I’ll try something

else.” Billy is someone who can’t handle success; when he looks out at the people

disinterestedly watching him, he walks off stage in the middle of a song at one of

his big CBGB’s gigs. Billy laments not being able to create in his audience the

same feelings that drive him to write his songs.

“Blank Generation” explores in Billy the paradox of the “punk rock star.” What is

one to do when one becomes loved by society for fighting against it? How can

someone who rails against commercialism become a commodity? And what does

it do to him? These are the questions that face Billy.

To make things even more complicated, Billy’s relationship with Nada is extreme

in its volatility. The clash between Billy’s aloofness and Nada’s hot/cold passion

drives them apart, back together, and apart again. Nada is obsessed with her own

work, looking at everything through a camera lens, and resents Billy for having

success without caring about it. These relationships are further complicated when

a German journalist enters the scene.

The film’s main plot is entertaining as schadenfreude, but the best parts of the film are the Voidoids’ performances in CBGB’s, and the

interview with Richard Hell that is also included on the DVD. The interview delves into Richard Hell’s feelings about working in a movie that

was written about and for him. It breaks down the themes and gives an inside look at how the movie came about.
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We Are Wolves:

Invisible Violence

These Canadians are a hard

band to pinpoint, but that is

also the reason they are so

damn fun to listen to.

Read More...

The Soul Movers:

On The In Side

Every town should have,

assuming that it is a place

worth living, a band like the

Soul Movers. It makes for a

great night out. Real music

performed in bars for real

people with real beer.

Read More...

The Slits: Trapped

Animal

Ari Up and Tessa Pollitt are

back with a band whose

ingredients — punk, reggae,

hip hop, and even middle

eastern music — have had

enough time to blend,

ferment, and become spicy,

pungent, and tasty.

Read More...

Russian Circles:

Geneva

The Chicago-based post-rock

unit Russian Circles is a

three-piece group known for

their instrumental approach

to post-hardcore/post-

melodic.

Read More...
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Prairie Cartel:

Where Did All My

People Go

A friend asked me to

describe The Prairie Cartel’s

sound to him, and the first

thing to come to mind was

“electronic rock you could

dance to while punching

someone in the face.”

Read More...
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